Based on the coupled Ginzburg-Landu equation, we numerically investigate the pulse dynamics in a dispersion-managed normal dispersion Tm-doped mode-locked fiber laser. The influences of the modulation depth and saturation power of saturable absorber on the pulse dynamics are presented. The simulation results show that these parameters are crucial to achieve high pulse energy and high pulse peak power pulsed laser near 2-µm wavelength.
High power, ultra-short fiber lasers operating near 2 μm have attracted much attention because their wide range of application in light detection and ranging (LIDAR), optical communication, spectroscopy, and efficient attainment of mid-infrared laser [1−4] . Among all the options, passive mode-locked Tm-doped fiber lasers operating in the range of 1800−2100 nm is one of the most prevalent ones [5−7] . Moreover, energy scaling in modelocked fiber lasers depends strongly on the cavity dispersion management [8−12] , and in particular in the normal dispersion regime [13−15] . To construct a mode-locked fiber laser, saturable absorber plays a key role in stabilizing and shortening mode-locked fiber laser. Therefore, how to select the saturable absorber (SA) and control its parameters are very important [16, 17] . Semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) was considered as one of the most successful passive mode-locker [18] . However, SESAMs have relatively narrow operation bandwidth, usually a few tens nm, and their parameters are not easy to control. With the development of novel SAs, such as carbon nanotube (CNT) and graphene, controlling the SA parameter becomes relatively easy [19−21] . For example, the modulation depth and saturable power of graphene can just be tuned by varying the thickness of graphene film [22] . Recently, a novel saturable absorber with high modulation depth, topological insulator, has been studied [23] . It is expected that these saturable absorbers will make a big difference for laser performance compared with conventional saturable absorber. Therefore, studying the SA parameters in the fiber oscillator numerically may be beneficial as well as it allows of investigating a wide range of independent SA parameters, which would be difficult to perform in experiments. In this letter, we numerically investigated the effect of saturation absorber parameters on the pulse dynamics of the normal dispersion Tm-doped fiber laser. A dispersion managed normal dispersion cavity is modeled which is useful to generate high power and ultra-short pulse output.
The proposed dispersion-managed normal dispersion Tm-doped fiber laser is schematically shown in Fig. 1 . The oscillator is made up of a wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) coupler, an isolator, a polarization controller (PC), an output coupler (OC), a fast saturable absorber (SA), and three segments of fiber. The total length of the laser cavity is 6.9 m, including a 3-m-long passive single-mode fiber (SMF-28e), a 1.0-m-Tm-doped gain fiber. To make dispersion management at 2 μm wavelength is not easy because standard single mode fibers (SMF) at 1 and 1.5 μm exhibit large anomalous dispersion at 2-μm. Here, a 2.9-m-long high numerical aperture SMF with large normal dispersion at 2 μm used for dispersion compensation [24, 25] . The unidirectional propagation of intracavity pulse is controlled by a polarization independent isolator.
The pulse propagation was modeled in the weakly birefringence fibers based on asymmetrical spit-step Fourier algorithm that solves the well-known coupled GinzburgLandu equation [26] : 
where F x and F y are the slowly varying amplitude envelopes of pulse along the two orthogonal polarized modes of the optical fiber, Z is the propagation coordinate, T is the time scale to the pulse duration, Δβ=2π/L b is the wave-number difference between the two modes and L b =λ 0 /Δn is the beat length, γ is the nonlinear coefficient of the fibers, parameter β 2 and β 3 are the two order dispersion coefficient and third order dispersion coefficient of the fibers, respectively. B w = Ω 2 g and Ω g is the gain bandwidth, and parameter g represents the saturation gain coefficient of the gain fiber which can be described as
Here, g 0 is the small signal gain which taken as ∼ 30 dB; E sat is the gain saturation energy which depends on pump power. In this cavity configuration, an ideal fast SA is used for initializing mode-locked and it can be given by a function of transmission T [27] :
where q 0 is the modulation depth of the SA , and P sat is the saturation power of the SA. In our simulation, we neglect the effect of the loss and third dispersion of the fibers for simplicity. To make the simulation possibly close to the experimental situation, we used the following parameters: SMF28e, β 2 = -60 ps 2 /km, γ=4.7
The net cavity dispersion is 0.001 ps 2 which calculated by β
We assumed initial field is a Gaussian pulse, and numerically, we find that stable soliton can be formed over a reasonably wide range of parameters. A typical soliton can be obtained with P sat =25 W, q 0 =0.1, Ω g =45 nm, OCR=0.1, as shown in Fig. 2 . The pulse evolution with roundtrips without change of the total intensity indicates the soliton solution is stable (Fig. 2(a) ). Figure  2 (b) shows a significantly pulse evolution along all elements of the fiber laser over one cavity round-trip. A duration of 0.98-ps Gaussian shape pulse and an optical spectrum with characteristic steep spectral edge, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d) , reveal that the soliton we obtained is a dissipative soliton in the normal dispersion region [10, 11] . The quadratic spectral phase, i.e. the linear chirp, was calculated about 0.02 ps 2 for the pulse. To investigate the influences of modulation depth of SA on pulse dynamics, numerical simulations were performed by varying the modulation depth from 0.1 to 0.6. By simulation, it can be found that when the modulation depth is greater than 0.6, the mode-locking operation becomes unstable. The reason may be explained by Eq. (4). For a constant P sat , modulation depth is inversely proportional to transmission which means the higher modulation depth, the lower transmission, leading to more loss induced by SA. As a result, the total loss of the cavity is unable to balance the gain, which makes the mode-locking unstable.
The intracavity pulse dynamics and output pulse characteristics as the function of the modulation depth are summarized in Fig. 3 . Figure 3(a) shows the intracavity evolution of the temporal pulse width under different modulation depths versus intracavity position. Similar to that of Ref. [16] , the pulse width decreases along the negative dispersion fibers (SMF-28e and TDF), while broadening gradually after pulse evolves in the positive dispersion fiber. It is worth noting that the relative fluctuation of pulse width during intracavity propagation is greater than that of Ref. [16] . Considering the fiber laser operating in the nero-zero normal dispersion region, the result may be possible. The corresponding pulse spectral full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) evolution dynamics of intracavity are exhibited in Fig. 3(b) , by which we can obtain that the spectral FWHM varied dramatically at the part of gain fiber and OC. The evolution of pulse energy for single pulse is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Comparing the pulse energy dynamics in the three cases of modulation depth, a much higher energy can be achieved at low modulation depth. In addition, as we can see in Fig.  3(c) , the difference of pulse energy between arbitrary two cases of modulation depth is large, which indicates that it is essential to control modulation depth of some materials used as SA elaborately in our realistic experiment. Figure  3(d) is the output spectrum with the modulation depth varying from 0.1 to 0.4, and the steep spectral edge are losing gradually which may attribute to the reduction of frequency chirp. The properties of output pulse are plotted in Fig. 3(e) , where pulse width, spectral FWHM, and pulse energy decrease gradually with the increase of modulation depth. Moreover, with high modulation depth (q 0 >0.4), the pulse width almost keep constant. Furthermore, the increasing modulation depth results in the decreasing pulse width and spectral width. The reason may be that under the condition of fixed pump power, higher modulation depth means more loss, leading to the decrease of intracavity pulse peak power and nonlinear phase shift diminution, i.e., frequency chirp is reduced. Another parameter of SA that can affect the laser intracavity pulse dynamics and output performance is the saturation power. In order to fully understand the effect of the saturation power of SA, numerical simulations were performed with the similar parameters as that in Fig. 2 , as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The evolution in the intracavity position of temporal pulse width and pulse energy are similar to the results we previously obtained with different modulation depths, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (c), respectively. One can observe from Figs. 4(a) and (c) that the pulse width is proportional to saturation power whereas the relation between pulse energy and saturation power is inversely proportional. Furthermore, when P sat >200 W, the pulse energy nearly keep constant as saturation power increases although pulse width is broadened remarkably. Figure  4(b) shows the output pulse spectral FWHM with the saturation power varies from 25 to 425 W, and we can obtain that the FWHM nearly keep constant along the cavity at the condition of P sat >200 W. The variation of output spectrum with saturation power varies are plotted in Fig. 4(d) , it obviously shows that, at high saturation 031405-3 power, the spectrum becomes more narrower and steeper. The dependence of output pulse width, spectral FWHM and pulse energy on saturation power are shown in Fig.  4 (e). It shows that the higher pulse energy and a narrower pulse width can be obtained at low saturation power.
In order to give a clear picture of the influences of SA parameters on the laser output characteristics, some simulations were performed with different saturation power at different modulation depth, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 (a) shows the output pulse energy at different saturation power with the modulation depth varying from 0.1 to 0.5. With the increased modulation depth, output pulse energies decrease. Moreover, for a given modulation depth, higher saturation power results in a lower pulse energy. It also can be seen that if the output pulse energy is held constantly, the higher modulation depth corresponds to lower saturable power. It is interesting to note that when the saturable power exceeds 125 W, the pulse energy changed little, which means that when the saturation power is higher enough, modulation depth becomes the key parameter to determine the output pulse energy. The relationship between output pulse width and modulation depth at different saturation powers are plotted in Fig. 5(b) . It obviously shows that the narrower pulse can be obtained using SA with low saturation power and high modulation depth. Moreover, the pulse duration varies little when modulation depth is greater than 0.3.
In conclusion, the pulse dynamics in a dispersionmanaged normal dispersion fiber laser cavity determined by modulation depth and saturation power of SA are systemically studied. It is verified that the SA parameters dramatically influence the properties of the Tm-doped dispersion-management fiber laser. Particularly, the variations of modulation depth lead to obvious pulse energy and pulse duration change. The simulation results in our work may provide guidelines for the optimization to obtain ultra-short pulse output in the high power and ultra-short Tm-doped fiber lasers.
